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Abstract. Continuous monitoring of Cotopaxi volcano probabilityof having an explosiveeruptionsimilar or greater
from January 1989 to September 1997 shows that it is subject than that of 1877 in 50, 100 and 200 years is respectivelyof
to a steady shallow Long Period (LP) activity. LP events are 0.35, 0.57 and 0.82.
concentrated in a column with a diameter of about 3 km and a
Given this very active eruptive history and associated
height of about 12 km, betweenan elevation of 4 km and 8 km volcanic hazards (pyroclasticflows, lahars, tephra falls, lava
depth. They do not occur in swarms, nor have there been flows) that could affect populatedareas,the Instituto Geofisico
periods of complete calm. High frequency volcano-tectonic (IG) of Quito start6d continuousmonitoring of the seismic
(VT) events are mostly located on the northeasternside of the activity of Cotopaxi in 1989. The goal of this paper is to
LP column, with the maximum activity of both types of events describethe characteristicsof the Cotopaxi seismic activity,
coinciding in depth. LP activity cannot be related to unrest of usingthe recordingsof the IG array from January1989 up to
the volcano. The most likely explanation for the continuous September 1997.
occurrence of LP events beneath Cotopaxi is that they are
produced by the interaction of glacier thaw water and hot
material at shallow depths. The relative spatial distribution of LP and VT Events Characteristics.
both type of events in two adjacentzones suggestthat VT and
Typical seismograms of LP events recorded across the
LP activities are interconnected.
Cotopaxi array show that they have monochromatic coda

lasting over 30 seconds,with a very different signaturethan

thatof a typicalVT event(Figure2) Theenrichment
of higher

Introduction

frequencies at the beginning of the tracks is also apparent,
although not as clear as on examples shown by other authors
Ecuadorian Andes. It is located in the Cordillera Real, about 50 [e.g. Pitt and Hill, 1994; Chouet, 1996]. Given their very
km South of Quito City (pop. 1,200,000) and 30 km North of emergent onset, it is difficult to verify that the events always
LatacungaCity (pop. 120,000) (Figure 1). It has an elevation display the same polarity at all stationsas mentionedby Lahr
of 5897 m and a 16 km x 19 km base located at an altitude of
et al. [ 1994], in order to discriminate them from hybrid events.
about 3.500 m. It is constitutedby a compositecone made up LP eventsusually show a clear and energeticwave less than 10
of lava and tephra erupted from the summit crater. The summit seconds after their onset.
The main energy content of Cotopaxi LP events is in the
crater, 800 m acrossand 334 m deep, is largely free of snow
and containsa small pyroclastic cone at the bottom [Barbeft et 0.5 - 3.5 Hz range, always with a very sharply peaked velocity
al., 1995]. Glacierswith an estimated0.5 km3 volumecover spectra.We comparedthe velocity spectrumfor a LP and a VT
its flanks from the summit downward to an altitude of about
event, generatedby stackingthe spectrafrom the recordsat the
4800 m.
four Cotopaxi stations.The resulting stackedspectrumfor the
Wolf [1904] and Barbeft et al. [1995] made a critical review LP event is dominatedby a single peak centerednear 1 Hz with
of the most significant historical sources of information in little energy above 2 Hz (Figure 3). In contrast,the VT event
order to examine Cotopaxi activity of the last four centuries.
Since its first reported eruption in 1534, Cotopaxi volcano
has eruptedat least 35 times, including major explosiveevents
or eruption phasesin 1534, 1742-1744, 1766-1768 and 1877.
with pyroclastic flows and ash falls, and usually linked to
laharsthat severelyaffectedthe surroundingareas[e.g. Mothes
et al., 1998]. Apart from a possible minor eruption in 1942
and lahars and lava flows in 1903-1904, Cotopaxi has
remained inactive since the 1878-1885 period. Barberi et al.
[1995] using repose length estimationsof the past 2000 years
find that with reposeperiodsranging from 15 to 210 years, the
average time interval between two eruptions is 117_+70years.
They also assessthat as the last eruption occurredin 1877, the
length of the present repose is about average, and that the
Cotopaxi volcano is one of the active volcanoes of the
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Figure 1. Map of the central EcuadorianAndes. Cotopaxi
ß volcano is represented by an open triangle with thick
bordering lines. Other volcanoes mentioned in the text are
representedby white triangles.The shapeof Quito appearsin
black, and the location of Latacunga is shown by a black
circle.
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VT events.The very low P-wave velocity found for the LP
events is in agreementwith observationsthat the highest
0

II0
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amplitudesof LP waves are Rayleigh waves [Chouet, 1981;
McNutt, 1986], and is in the range found for tremors, i.e.
sustainedoccurrenceof LP events[Aki, 1984], by Gordeevet
al. [1990] in the 1-2 Hz bandin the Kluychesvskoyvolcano.
Due to various reasons,only the events that occurredsince

40

November 1994 could be localized. From that date up to
Figure 2. Signal of a typical LP Cotopaxievent(top trace)
and of a typical VT event (bottomtrace) both recordedat
station

VC 1.

shows little energy below 1.5 Hz and a number of high
amplitudepeaksabove that frequency(Figure 3).

Data Acquisition and Earthquake Location
The Cotopaxi volcano has been continuously monitored
since January 1989 with a 1 Hz vertical seismic station (VC1)
located at 5.8 km from the crater (Figure 4). Three additional
1 Hz vertical seismic stations were installed in AugustSeptember 1990 at distances of 7.0 km (NAS1), 9.2 km
(MARY) and 10.4 km (TAMB) from the crater (Figure 4). The
signals detected by these stations are telemetered to Quito,
where they are recorded on smoke-drumseismographsas well
as digitally.
The locations were performed using the Hypoinverse
program [Klein, 1978]. The top of the model used for the
location has been set at 6000 meters, i.e.

about the elevation

of the Cotopaxi. Time delays were used to take accountof the
station elevations. We used a (S - S) vs (P-P) diagram
[Chatelain, 1978] to determine the ratio Vp/Vs for the Long
Period (LP) and high frequency volcano-tectonic(VT) events
separately.For the LPs "P" is the time of the beginningof the
event and "S" the arrival

time of the second wave described

in

the previous section. Average values of 1.166 and 1.536 were
found for LP and VT events respectively. We used a trial and
error approach to locate the earthquakes using a flat onelayered velocity model, with P-wave velocities varying from
0.69 km/s to 3.29 km/s, with a 0.3 km/s step. This approach
was taken becausethe velocity structureof the Cotopaxi is not
known, and as it is difficult to use travel-time curves due to the

emergentnature of the onsetof LP P-waves.
The

best locations

were

obtained

when

a minimum

was

reachedin each of the plots of averageof RMS, ERH, ERZ, and
condition

number

versus P-wave

velocities.

In the zone where

the curves reached a minimum, the velocity step was then
downed to 0.1 km/s. The locationsobtained with the velocity
for which the location error parameters reached a minimum
were also the less dispersed.
The best error parameters were obtained for a P-wave
velocity of 0.79 km/s for the LP events and 2.39 km/s for the

September 1997 1211 LP events and 252 VT events, recorded
by all 4 stationsof the array, were localized. LPs were then
selectedusing the following criteria: (1) number of P+S arrival
times > 5, (2) RMS < 0.4 sec, (3) ERH < 0.6 km, (4) ERZ < 1

km, and (5) conditionnumber< 40. VTs were selectedusing
the followingcriteria:(1) numberof P+S arrival times> 5, (2)
RMS < 0.3 sec, (4) ERH < 0.8 km, (5) ERZ < I km, and (5)
conditionnumber< 25. However,the pictureobtainedusing
thesecriteriawas somewhatbiasedas no earthquakebetween6
km and 1 km of elevation made it through the selection
criteria.In orderto get a picturemoreconformto reality,the

condition nurhber limit has therefore been raised to 100 for
both types of events in this depth range. The final set of
selectedevents used to study the spatial distribution of the
seismicityis made up of 812 LPs and 209 VTs.

Seismicityof Cotopaxi
Spatial

distribution.

In map view, LPs are

concentrated in a 3x3 km zone centered on the volcano, while

VTs aremorewidelydistributed
aroundthezonedefinedby the
LPs, northeastof the NW-SE line passingthroughthe centerof
the volcano(Figure4). The two zonesabut with little overlap.
In depth, LPs occur in an elongatedzone ranging from an
elevation of 4 km down to a depth of about 8 km, while VTs
occur in the 0 - 8 km depth range (Figure 5). We can therefore
see that LPs occur in a narrow column about 3 km in diameter

and 12 km in height, surrounded from the southeastto the
northwest by a more diffuse VT activity. The maximum of

activityof both type of eventscoincidein the 0 - 6 km depth
range(Figure 5), where 78 % of the LPs and 94 % of the VTs are
located. However, preliminary locations using data from a
station newly installed at the summit of the volcano show that
more LP events occur between the summit of the volcano and 1

km of elevationthan foundin this study(IG unpublisheddata).
Time distribution. The time distributionstudy of both
LPs and VTs is based on event counting at the first station
installed in December 1988 (VC1), which signal is
continuouslyrecordedon a smokeddrum seismograph.Only
events with peak to peak amplitude higher than 5 mm were
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Figure 3. Stacked velocity spectra of LP (dashed) and VT
(solid) events.The four stationsshownon figure 4 are usedfor
both

events.
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Figure 4. Map showing the distribution of selected LP
(left; open circles) and VT events (right; closed circles). The
stations of the Cotopaxi array are shown by triangles. The
black curve on the left map shows the zone where most VTs
occur, and the white curve on the right map the zone where
most LPs occur.
the dashed line.

Note

that most VTs

occur to the northeast
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Figure5. West-Eastverticalcross-section
acrossthe maps
of figure 4 showingthe distributionin depthof LP events Figure 7. Monthly energy released by LP (top) and VT
(left;opencircles)andVT events(right;closedcircles).Also (bottom) events. The curves on both figures represent the
shown are the histogramsof the percentageof eventsper
0.01o of longitude(top)andperkm of depth(side).

cumulative energy release.

Discussion

considered.From January 1989 up to September 1997 a total
of 8827 events have been identified (7335 LPs and 1492 VTs).
LPs did not occur in swarms and there are no periods of
complete calmness (Figure 6). Since 1989 three stages of
activity can be recognized in their time distribution: (1) a
lesser active stage from January 1989 to March 1992, with
average of 48 events/month, followed by two more active
stages (2) from April 1992 to May 1996 and (3) from June
1996 to September 1997 (Figure 6) with averages of 71 and
125 events/month respectively. This variation is not linked to
changes in the station amplification. There is no such
difference of regime for VT activity (Figure 6), as during the
same time periods the average numbers of events/month are
12, 16, and 16 respectively.Although the rate of occurrenceof
7-9 events per month found in previous studies[e.g. Hall and
Yepes, 1981] was heavily underestimated,they show that the
Cotopaxi activity did not start in 1989.
Energy Release. Magnitudes were determined from the
coda length read at VC1 using local empirical formulas
determined by Aguilar [1994], and transformed into energy
using Richter's relationship [Richter, 1958]. The cumulative
LP energy release from 1989 to 1997 can be divided in three
segmentsfollowing linear trendscorrespondingto the periods
defined above with slope values gradually rising (4, 6.5 and
12), without steep burst of energy release,but showing a slow
increase over time (Figure 7). To the contrary, VT energy
release occursvery irregularly (Figure 7). At least eight major
burstsof activity can be seen in the figure from January 1989
to September 1997 accounting for about half of the total
energy releasedduring this period. Although there are about
five times less VTs than LPs, they released about two times
more energy than the LPs.
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A direct link betweenshallowLP activity and eruptionshas
been observedin many occasionsand are stronglyin favor of
using shallow LP activity as an important indicator of
impending eruptions [Chouet, 1996].
The steadyshallow LP activity observedbeneathCotopaxi
volcano does not follow the patterns reported prior to
eruptions. For example, we do not observe swarms of 3-5
eventsper minute as observedbefore the eruption of Redoubt
volcano in December 1989 [Chouet et al., 1994] or over a
thousandof events per day as observedbefore the paroxysmal

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo on 15 June 1991 [PinatuboVolcano
Observatoryteam, 1991]. Neither do we observethe patternof
activity that precededthe Galeras eruption,i.e. a small activity
of 1-2 LPs per day starting 2 weeks before the eruption and
following a long period of quiescence[Fisher et al., 1994].
Also, Cotopaxi LP events never merge into tremor activity as
observed prior to the 1989 Redoubt eruption [Chouet et al.,
1994].

Although a small and constant fumarolic activity is
observed in the summit crater and on the upper flanks of the
volcano, there is not any evidence of a relationshipbetween it
and the LP events, and there is no signal of importantunrest of
the volcano which could be linked to the LP activity. It seems
therefore that the LP activity observed at Cotopaxi is not a

precursoryactivity indicatinga impendingeruption,unlesswe
admit that precursoryactivity can last over a decade.Rather,
LP activity is a normal featurein Cotopaxivolcanoand only a
significantincreasein the number of events or of released
energymight be usedas eruptionforecastingtool in the future.
A low backgroundof deeperLP activity (30 km or more) as
observed, for example, beneath Kilauea [Shaw and Chouet,
1989], not directly related to surfaceactivity is not uncommon
and may be the rule rather than the exception[Chouet, 1996].
We do observe steady background activity in the Cotopaxi
case, but at shallower depths and in the cone of the volcano.
Also, given the location in depth of the Cotopaxi LP events
and their steadyoccurrence,we can discardas possiblesources
glaciermovementsas found by Weaver and Malone [1976] or
collapsesor landslidesas foundby Hamaguchiet al. [ 1992].
Our observationsfit with the interpretation of Gil-Cruz et
al. [1987] and Martinelli [1990] that shallow LP events can

VT Events

originatein thermal interactionbetweenmagmaticheat and a
ground water system. Moreover, Almendros et al. [1997]
suggestas sourceof the volcanictremorobservedat Deception
Island, Antarctica, the interaction between thaw water and hot

Figure 6. Histogramsof the monthly number of LP events
(top) and VT events (bottom) recordedat stationVC1 from
January 1989 to September 1997. Station amplification is
shownby the numbersat the top of the figure.

materialsin a shallow aquifer. Thus, we proposethat the most
likely sourceof Cotopaxi LP is the interactionbetweenthaw
water from the summitglaciersand hot materials.The fact that
to the contraryof what is observedat DeceptionIsland, only
LPs and no tremors are recorded at Cotopaxi volcano could be
explainedby the lesseramountof thaw water produced,which
would not be sufficient for the phenomenonof water-steam
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phase change to reach a critical stage that would produce

AlmendrosJ., J.M. Ibafiez, G. Alguacil, E. Del Pezzo, R. Ortiz, Array
tracking of the volcanic tremor source at Deception Island,
Antarctica, Geophys.Res. Lett., 24, 3069-3072, 1997.
Our hypothesisis further supportedby local observations.
BarberiF., M. Coltelli, A. Frullani,M. Rosi, E. Almeida,Chronologyand
The Instituto Geofisico of Quito is continuously monitoring
dispersalcharacteristics
of recently(last 5000 years)eruptedtephra
two other active Ecuadorianvolcanoes: the Tungurahuaand the
of Cotopaxi (Ecuador) : Implications for long-term eruptive
forecasting,J. Volcanol.Geotherm.Res., 69, 217-239, 1995.
Pichincha (see figure 1 for location). At Tungurahuaa clear
correlation has been shown between periods of denserain and Chatelain J.-L, Etude fine de la sismicit6 en zone de collision
continentaleh l'aide d'un r6seaude stationsportablesß La r6gion
LP tremor activity [Ruiz et al., 1997], thus strengtheningthe
Hindu-Kush Pamir, Th•se de 3•me cycle, Universit6 de Grenoble,
hypothesisof LPs being producedby the interactionbetween
219 pp., 1978.
tremors.

surface water and hot materials. It should be noted though that

in the Cotopaxicaserain water doesnot seemto play the key
role that it plays in the Tungurahua, as we do not observe
seasonalchangesin LP activity. As a counter-example,at the
Pichincha, an active volcano that is not covered by glaciers,
no LP activity nor tremorshave been detected,except during

Chouet B., Ground motion in the near field of a fluid-driven crack and

its interpretationin the studyof shallowvolcanictremor,J. Geophys.
Res., 86, 5985-6016, 198 I.

Chouet B., Long-Period volcano seismicity : Its source and use in
eruptionforecasting,Nature, 380, 309-316, 1996.
ChouetB., R. Page,C. Stephens,J. Lahr, J. Power,Precursoryswarmsof
Long-Periodeventsat RedoubtVolcano (1989-1990), Alaska: Their
origin and use as forecastingtool, J. Volcanol. Geotherm.Res., 62,

shortperiodsof 1 to 2 weeks(unpublishedIG data). Also, in
95-135, 1994
order to check our hypothesis,we conducteda shortrecording FisherT., M. Morrissey, M.L. Calvache, D. Gomez, R. Torres, J. Stix, S.
Williams,Correlations
betweenSO2flux andLong-Period
seismicity
experiment with four stations on the Cayambe volcano,
at Galeras Volcano, Nature, 368, 135-137, 1994.
which, as Cotopaxi,is coveredby a glacier and is active. An

averageof 60 LPs per day hasbeendetectedovera periodof 4

Gil-Cruz F., H.J. Meyer, B. Chouet, D. Harlow, Observationsof longperiod events and tremor at Nevado del Ruiz Volcano 1985-1986,
Hawaii Symposium
on How VolcanoesWork,DiamondJubilee(19121987) Hawaiian Volcano Observatory,Hilo, Hawaii, 90, 1987.
GordeevE.I., V.A. Saltykov,V.I: Sinitsin,V.N. Chebrov,Temporaland
spatial characteristicsof volcanic tremor wave fields, J. Volcanol.

months, located in-between the summit of the volcano and 8
km depth(unpublishedIG data).
Finally, while there is no obvious temporal relationship
between LP and VT activity both in number of events and
Geotherm. Res., 40, 89-101, 1990
energy release, the spatial distributionof most VT events Hall M. and H. Yepes, Estudio del fallamiento y la actividadmicrooutside

the zone where

the LPs occur,

as well

as the

coincidence of the maximum of activity of both types of
events in the same depth interval, strongly suggestthat VT
and LP are interconnected. The phenomena of water-steam

phasechangethatproduces
the LPs couldbe confinedin cracks
or conduitsbeneath the volcano, while in the surroundingzone
brittle fracture associated with VT events would open the
system sufficiently to reduce the pressure. as proposed by Pitt
and Hill

[1994.] for their observations beneath Mammoth

Mountain.

62, 137-151, 1994.

Martinelli B., Analysisof seismicpatternsobservedat Nevado del Ruiz
Volcano, Colombia during August-September 1985, J. Volcanol.

Conclusion

Geotherm. Res., 41,297-314,

We suggest that LP events beneath Cotopaxi volcano are
due to the interaction between the magma conduits and
underground water system that provokes disturbance in the
magma flow and providesthe pressureperturbationsthat cause
LP events as proposed by Chouet [1996], the main feeding
sourceof the undergroundwater systembeing the thaw water
from the glacier covering the top of the volcano. The
occurrenceof LPs increasesstresson the surroundingzone thus
provoking burstsof VT activity. As to why VTs occur mostly
on the northeastern side of the zone where LPs occur, there is

no strongbasison which to statewhy this side is weakerthan
the southwestern side. Further experiment involving more
seismic

stations

distributed

on and around the volcano

would

be necessaryin order to precisethe LP distributionin the first
kilometer of the top of the cone and to better understandthe
VTs
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